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SATTA: a Self-Adaptive Temperature-based TDF awareness
methodology for dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs

STEFANO DI CARLO, GIULIO GAMBARDELLA, PAOLO PRINETTO, DANIELE ROLFO,
and PASCAL TROTTA, Politecnico di Torino

Dependability issues due to non functional properties are emerging as major cause of faults in modern
digital systems. Effective countermeasures have to be presented to properly manage their critical timing
effects. This paper presents a methodology to avoid transition delay faults in FPGA-based systems, with
low area overhead. The approach is able to exploit temperature information and aging characteristics to
minimize the cost in terms of performances degradation and power consumption. The architecture of a
hardware manager able to avoid delay faults is presented and deeply analyzed, as well as its integration in
the standard implementation design flow.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.8.1 [Performance and Reliability]: Reliability, Testing, and Fault-
Tolerance

General Terms: Design, Performance, Reliabiity
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1. INTRODUCTION
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are among the fastest devices moving to-
wards low feature size and innovative technologies such as 16nm FinFET [Xilinx Cor-
poration 2013c] and 14nm Tri-Gate [Altera Corporation 2013]. This has been pushed
by FPGA low non-recurring engineering cost and massive parallel architecture that
suit the requirements of high-performance Systems-on-Programmable-Chips (SoPCs).
However, aggressive technology shrinking boosts the effect that non-functional prop-
erties have on device reliability [Srinivasan et al. 2008].

Accelerated device aging increases the occurrence of disruptive effects, such as
Electro-Migration (EM) and Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB). Moreover,
it aggravates non-disruptive phenomena such as Negative Bias Temperature Instabil-
ity (NBTI) and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) that lead to impaired timing performance
of the device [Stott et al. 2010]. The rate of the degradation depends on several param-
eters, including supply voltage, temperature, switching activity, state of the gates, and
leakage current.
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Among the others, high temperature is one of the main parameters responsible for
the degradation of the connections’ delay and system’s timing [Choi et al. 2007]. This
degradation may have severe effects leading to the generation of transient faults, such
as Transition Delay Faults (TDFs) [Park et al. 2009]. TDFs are caused by incorrect
data sampling due to timing variations in specific paths of a circuit. If a register sam-
ples a signal close to the clock rising edge, metastability may occur due to the violation
of the set-up and hold times. Furthermore, if the data has a late transition and changes
its value after the clock rising edge, wrong information may be sampled.

TDFs have been intensively studied for Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs). Several efficient solutions spanning from Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS)
[Fukazawa et al. 2008] to Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) [Das et al. 2006] have been
proposed in the scientific literature and are applied to real designs. However, when
considering SoPCs, the use of FPGA specific facilities to countermeasure TDFs is a
topic that has not been yet fully investigated.

Previous publications, addressing aging phenomena and late transitions effects in
FPGA-based systems, mainly focus on TDFs detection [Li and Lach 2007; Amouri and
Tahoori 2011; Valdes-Pena et al. 2013], requiring significant manual design efforts
to obtain aging-aware designs [Bexiga et al. 2011]. Only a few attempts to exploit
Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration available in several FPGA architectures to design ad-
hoc countermeasures against TDFs have been proposed [Di Carlo et al. 2012; Kameda
et al. 2012].

This paper recognizes Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration as a powerful instrument to
mitigate TDFs effects in complex SoPCs and proposes a Self-Adaptive Temperature-
based TDF Awareness (SATTA) methodology exploiting FPGA Dynamic Partial Recon-
figuration to prevent TDFs in complex SoPCs. One of the main contribution of SATTA
is a self-adaptive hardware manager able to tune the system’s working frequency, at
run-time, counteracting timing variations introduced by aging effects. This manager
exploits temperature information to smartly activate itself, forecasting the aging ef-
fects on the system, and self-adapting to the timing-degradation figure encountered
during its operational conditions. In addition, it requires minimum design modifica-
tions to achieve TDFs detection and avoidance and features easy integration in state
of the art FPGA design flows.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews TDFs causes and
effects, exploring existing solutions already developed for ASICs and FPGAs. Section
3 introduces the sensors employed in SATTA and details the hardware architecture of
the SATTA manager. Section 4 focuses on the integration of the proposed methodology
in state of the art FPGA design flows. Section 5 reports experimental results collected
while applying SATTA design methodology on several case studies. Eventually, Section
6 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In a complex FPGA-based SoPC, high clock frequency and precise timing optimization
are crucial to guarantee high performance and throughput. Designers try to push sys-
tems’ working frequency to its limit, which is mostly settled by the maximum path de-
lay of the design. Proper set-up (T

setup

) and hold (T
hold

) times at the input of each flip-
flop must be guaranteed in order to sample stable signals, thus avoiding metastable
states and sampling of wrong values belonging to previous or following clock cycles.
Faults due to incorrect sampling caused by timing issues are in general referred to
as Transition Delay Faults (TDFs). Fig. 1 shows a typical TDF example in which the
signal fed to a sampling register violates the set-up time.
TDFs are often caused by non-functional parameters such as process variations, volt-
age fluctuation, high temperature and aging. Aging effects, such as NBTI and HCI
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Fig. 1: Example of Transition Delay Fault. A signal connected to the input of a register
or flip-flop violates the set-up time changing its value in correspondence to the clock
rising edge and thus increasing the probability of sampling a wrong value.

may deteriorate the system’s timing during its lifetime. NBTI and HCI affect PMOS
and NMOS transistors by respectively decreasing their capability of charging and dis-
charging capacitors. Therefore, both low-to-high and high-to-low transitions are slowed
down. If the system’s clock frequency is set at design time, unless worst-case safety
margins too detrimental for the overall system’s performance are settled, the delay
effects induced by NBTI and HCI may be far from being negligible, introducing an un-
desired high rate of TDFs. Aging due to NBTI and HCI strongly depends on the static
probability of signal values. NBTI ages a PMOS transistor when it is negatively biased
(i.e., a logic ’0’ is applied to the gate), during the so called stress phase. Whenever the
driven signal is set to logic ’1’ (recovery phase), the PMOS aging effect is partially miti-
gated. Similarly, HCI ages a NMOS transistor when it is positively biased and recovers
the aging effect when the input signal is set to logic ’0’.

High temperature is another significant TDF cause. It magnifies aging effects such
as NBTI and HCI and, furthermore, it directly impacts the transistors’ delay by in-
creasing their threshold voltage. Park et al. [Park et al. 2009] experimentally demon-
strated that working frequency penalty triplicates when changing the operating tem-
perature from 25 °C to 125 °C.

Solutions targeting TDFs avoidance and detection have been deeply studied in
ASICs. Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS) [Fukazawa et al. 2008] consists in dynami-
cally decreasing the system’s working frequency when the path delay increases. TDFs
are avoided by keeping a guard-band on the set-up time. On the other hand, Dynamic
Voltage Scaling (DVS) [Das et al. 2006; Das et al. 2009] relies on increasing the voltage
source to increase the drain current, thus compensating the performances losses. An-
other approach to increase drain current capability consists in modifying the body bias
voltage, as in [Fuketa et al. 2012]. DVS and DFS have also been merged to maximize
their mitigation efficiency [Sato and Kunitake 2007].

Adapting ASIC approaches to FPGA-based systems is non-trivial, due to the fixed
FPGA internal architecture that restricts the set of available design solutions. A set of
publications propose the use of sensors based on shadow registers with clock skewed
with respect to the primary one in order to detect delay variations [Amouri and Tahoori
2011; Valdes-Pena et al. 2013; Li and Lach 2007]. [Amouri and Tahoori 2011] proposes
a sensor for detecting late transitions due to aging effects in FPGAs. The sensor is
designed in order to be inserted in parallel at the endpoint of the critical path and
exploits two flip-flops wit a positive clock phase to detect late transitions. One of the
main drawbacks of this sensor is that it enables to detect TDFs when they arise and
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therefore it requires complex recovery strategies that usually imply stalling the sys-
tem. Differently from [Amouri and Tahoori 2011], [Li and Lach 2007] proposes to use
negative clock skew to detect delay variations thus enabling to identify paths that are
reaching a critical delay level before actual faults arise. The goal of the proposed tech-
nique is to accurately and precisely characterize the register-to-register delays of a
large number of otherwise unobservable combinational paths at test-time. Even if not
explicitly defined for FPGA designs, the method has been applied for the characteriza-
tion of a FPGA based test case. A similar idea has been presented in [Valdes-Pena et al.
2013], where a similar sensor is employed to detect the likelihood of TDFs occurrence
in selected critical paths. Despite we recognize that the use of sensors based on shadow
registers with clock negatively skewed with respect to the primary one is a very effi-
cient method to detect delay variations, in these publications, no counteractions at
system level are presented to exploit the gathered information at run-time to avoid
TDFs occurrence in FPGA designs. Furthermore, these solutions are characterized by
a constant monitoring of the observed paths, thus incurring in sensor self-aging and
power waste due to clock duplication, if used for run-time monitoring of FPDA aging.

Being aware of the TDF main causes and considering the models beyond their oc-
currences are crucial to efficiently tackle the problem of TDF avoidance. Nonetheless,
static probability of signal values and temperature profile of a system depend on the
actual workload and on the environmental conditions [Zick and Hayes 2010]. They are
therefore hard to estimate at design time [Amouri and Tahoori 2012]. This forces de-
signers to take worst-case decisions when selecting the system’s working frequency.
This paper tries to overcome these limitations presenting SATTA, a design solution
able to exploit run-time device temperature information to predict delay variations and
to smartly activate temperature sensors, thus reducing power overhead. Furthermore,
SATTA manages the dynamic reconfiguration of the system’s working frequency, tak-
ing into account the delay dependency on the temperature and the transitory nature
of aging phenomena (due to signal probabilities and temperature profiles). The pro-
posed methodology has the potential to efficiently avoid TDFs, guaranteeing a grace-
ful degradation of system’s performance when required, but restoring or boosting it
in absence of critical conditions. A manager, implementing the proposed methodology,
is introduced in this paper, in order to easily apply the methodology to FPGA-based
SoPCs.

3. SATTA SENSORS ORGANIZATION AND ARCHITECTURE
SATTA implements a TDFs avoidance strategy based on the monitoring of the delay of
those signals routed through the critical paths of the FPGA design. Two main events
may arise:
(1) whenever, due to increased temperature and/or aging effects, the delay of a critical

path approaches the set-up sampling time limit, the system’s clock frequency is
lowered;

(2) whenever, due to decreased temperature and/or recovery from aging effects (see
Section 2), the critical path delay decreases, the system’s clock frequency is slowly
increased again.

A set of hardware modules are required to efficiently implement this monitoring ac-
tivity and the related reaction policies. These modules are designed exploiting a set of
features commonly available in modern reconfigurable devices, thus minimizing area,
power and performance overheads. Resorting to widely spread FPGA functionalities
enables easy implementation on all modern dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs, such
as the newest Xilinx Virtex [Xilinx Corporation 2012] or Altera Stratix [Altera Corpo-
ration 2012] FPGAs.
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Figure 2 graphically summarizes the overall SATTA architecture. It includes:
— One or more Temperature sensors. They measure the temperature of the device and

provide this information to the manager that exploits it to estimate the system’s
path delay status.

— One or more TDF sensors. A TDF sensor is able to monitor the delay of a given path
asserting a warning signal whenever it increases to a level that may compromise
the correct sampling of the information.

— A CLK Generator. It generates the set of clock signals (i.e., CLK1 and CLK2) re-
quired by the TDF sensors to properly operate. It enables to dynamically change
the phase relationship between CLK1 and CLK2. This feature is exploited by the
manager to measure the actual delay in the observed paths. Moreover, it can dy-
namically modify the frequency of the main system’s clock (CLK1) at run-time, ex-
ploiting FPGA Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR). This enables to adapt the
system to the temperature and aging conditions, avoiding TDFs while maximizing
the performance.

— A Manager, that collects information acquired from the sensors (i.e., TDF sensors
and Temperature sensors) and issues proper reconfiguration commands for the CLK
Generator without interrupting the system’s tasks.
Details about the implementation of each block are provided in the next sections.

3.1. Temperature Sensor
Temperature has a strong impact on aging effects and on TDFs in general. An increase
of the FPGA temperature would, on the one hand, heighten the path delay and, on the
other hand, raise the transistor’s threshold voltage due to NBTI.
Fig. 3 plots the trend of a path delay in a Virtex 4 device, depending on the die temper-
ature, using the temperature model provided by Xilinx, extracted with the aid of the
timing analysis tool. Fig. 3 shows an increase of more than 300 ps when the operating
temperature raises from 0°C to 85°C. Similar effects are also experimentally mea-
sured on different devices such as 45 nm Spartan 6 and 28 nm Artix 7 devices [Pfeifer
and Pliva 2012; 2013]. Device temperature must therefore be monitored, and gath-
ered information must be exploited to predict the delay behavior and to take proper
countermeasures.

Both Altera and Xilinx FPGAs include a built-in temperature sensor diode. However,
this diode is located in a fixed position of the die and is unable to provide measures re-
lated to a specific path. Following [Happe et al. 2011], SATTA exploits the built-in tem-
perature diode as a reference sensor and a ring oscillator with odd number of inverters
(i.e., 11 inverters mapped on different FPGA slices) as an approximated temperature
sensor. This structure has several advantages: (i) it does not require device dependent
hardware features, (ii) it enables to measure temperature with a reasonable area oc-
cupation and accuracy, and (iii) it enables to instantiate several sensors in the device,
monitoring the temperature in the area in which the controlled critical path is routed.
Looking at Fig. 3, it is worth to highlight here that the temperature can be measured
with an uncertainty in the measure of some degrees without introducing significant
errors in the corresponding delay estimation. This enables us to strongly reduce the
number of cycles required to obtain a measurement from the ring oscillator. Therefore,
differently from [Happe et al. 2011] that uses 217 measurement cycles, SATTA can per-
form measurements with a drastically reduced number of cycles (i.e., few tens of cycles
are sufficient to have a measure suitable for the SATTA purposes).
If the available hardware resources are very limited, the reference diode alone can
still be used to evaluate the temperature in the device. In this case, temperature infor-
mation provided by the diode refers to the die temperature. Even if it is less specific,
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Fig. 2: SATTA overall architecture. TDF detection and mitigation is implemented in-
serting in the design: (i) a set of temperature sensors, (ii) a set of TDF sensors, (iii) a
clock generator, (iv) and a global manager.

this information can still be used to evaluate the overall temperature at which the de-
vice works. It is important to highlight here that sensors are subject to aging as well.
Therefore, the temperature should not be constantly measured to avoid both sensor
self-aging and to decrease power consumption.

If more built-in temperature sensors spread on the FPGA will be available in next
generation devices, they can be exploited to obtain fast and accurate temperature mea-
surements and to save area dedicated to ring oscillators used as temperature sensors.
Nevertheless, these sensors require the use of built-in analog-to-digital converters
available on the FPGA. These converters represent limited resources often required
to interface the FPGA with external devices. Ring oscillators remain a viable general
solution whenever these resources must be allocated to different tasks related to the
system’s mission.

3.2. TDF Sensor
Once the most critical paths of the design have been identified, a TDF sensor for each
critical path is inserted. The TDF sensor is a special block able to monitor the delay of a
path. Each critical path includes several levels of combinational logic and is delimited
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Fig. 3: Example of a critical path delay variation w.r.t. temperature in Virtex 4 Devices

by two memory elements (e.g., flip-flops) working at the system’s clock frequency. The
TDF sensor replaces the flip-flop placed at the end of the selected critical path.

Following previous works [Li and Lach 2007; Valdes-Pena et al. 2013] we exploit
a sensor based on a shadow flip-flop clocked with a negative clock skew with respect
to the main system’s clock. The sensor is composed of two flip-flops (FF1 and FF2)
and a 1-bit XOR gate (Figure 2). It is connected to the selected path and clocked with
two different clock signals. Since the two flip-flops are clocked with two different clock
signals, they sample the critical path output at two different times (see Figure 4). FF1
is clocked at the system’s clock CLK1 and its output is connected to the rest of the
system. Instead, FF2, clocked at CLK2, acts as a warning sensor. CLK2 is a replica of
CLK1 shifted with a negative phase, in order to sample the data before CLK1.

The output of the two flip-flops is compared using the XOR gate and a warning
signal is asserted if the two sampled values differ. This happens if the sampled signal
stabilizes too close to the rising edge of the system’s clock, indicating that the path
delay is increasing due to temperature variations, aging effects, or presence of glitches.

Setting a negative phase between CLK1 and CLK2 is pivotal to obtain fault avoid-
ance. When the path delay increases, metastability conditions arise in FF2 first. If
timely detected, the SATTA Manager can take the proper countermeasures to prevent
that the path timing degrades at a level in which also FF1 is compromised generating
an error in the system. The way this countermeasures are implemented will be better
detailed in the next sections.
To increase the accuracy of the TDF sensor, FF1 and FF2 must be placed close to each
other in the design, thus avoiding timing differences that may cause erroneous TDFs
warnings. Differently from previous approaches [Valdes-Pena et al. 2013], that rely on
post-placement manipulation to add the desired register by hand, we designed a pro-
cedure to easily add TDF sensors at RTL level while respecting this constraint (see
Section 4 for details on the sensors insertion methodology).
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Fig. 4: Behavior of the TDF sensor
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Fig. 5: Clock Generator internal architecture

3.3. CLK Generator
The CLK Generator is responsible for generating both the main system’s clock CLK1,
and the negative shifted clock CLK2. These two signals are generated using recon-
figurable Phase Locked Loop (PLL) hard-macros available in modern FPGAs [Xilinx
Corporation 2012; Altera Corporation 2012].

Reconfigurable PLLs have two main characteristics: (i) they can be configured at
run-time, thus enabling to adapt the system’s clock frequency and the clock phase
difference according to the Manager requests, and (ii) they enable the generation of
multiple clock signals. Nevertheless, the main problem of these PLL hard-macros is
that, in general, they must be reset after each reconfiguration. To avoid any interrup-
tion of the system’s operation, two PLLs are therefore used. Figure 5 shows the inter-
nal architecture of the CLK Manager implemented in a Xilinx 7 Series FPGA [Xilinx
Corporation 2012] (similar considerations and architectures also apply for Altera FP-
GAs). It includes two Xilinx Mixed Mode Clock Managers (MMCM) hard-macros and
two clock multiplexers [Xilinx Corporation 2013a]. Each MMCM can synthesize one or
more clock signals starting from a reference input clock. Each output clock signal can
have independent frequency and phase relationship with respect to other outputs.
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In the proposed CLK Manager architecture, each MMCM generates two clock signals
(CLK11/CLK12 for MMCM1 and CLK21/CLK22 for MMCM2).

At system’s start-up, MMCM1 is selected as main clock source and therefore CLK11
is used as main system’s clock while CLK12 represents the negative shifted secondary
clock, required by the TDF sensors.

Whenever the Manager detects a warning from one of the TDF sensors, it recon-
figures MMCM2 through its Dynamic Reconfiguration Port (DRP) [Xilinx Corporation
2012]. The reconfiguration process sets new clock frequency parameters, while the first
MMCM is still operating with the current frequency.

When the dynamic reconfiguration of MMCM2 is completed, it is activated and the
clock multiplexers are both switched to modify the system’s clock frequency, there-
fore setting MMCM2 as clock source. Similar operations are performed, alternatively
switching the role of MMCM1 and MMCM2, whenever a new reconfiguration is re-
quired. The inactive MMCM is powered down to reduce the power consumption of the
clocking network.

It is important to highlight that the switching between the two clock sources exploits
the hard macro BUFGMUX of Xilinx FPGAs [Xilinx Corporation 2013a], that is able
to avoid metastability problems. It eliminates the need to stall the system clock, thus
interrupting the system operations. The reader may refer to [Xilinx Corporation 2013a]
for more information and detailed time diagrams of the BUFGMUX behavior.

The proposed CLK Generator architecture represents an improvement with respect
to the scheme presented in [Valdes-Pena et al. 2013], in which two clock generators are
used, as well. The main difference between the two architectures is that in [Valdes-
Pena et al. 2013] the system clock and the auxiliary clock are generated by two differ-
ent clock managers, thus introducing uncertainty in the clock phase difference. Since
the two clock managers are placed in different portions of the FPGA, process varia-
tions and temperature gradients can cause different skew and jitter effects between
the two clock signals. The CLK Generator architecture presented in this paper does
not incur in power penalty with respect to [Valdes-Pena et al. 2013]. In fact, only a sin-
gle MMCM is active during the normal operation, while both MMCMs are turned-on
only during a short transient phase (i.e., few tens of clock cycles for reconfiguration).

3.4. Manager
The Manager coordinates the activities of all the described blocks (i.e., TDF sensors,
temperature sensors, and CLK generator) according to the Algorithmic State Machine
(ASM) reported in Figure 6.

At the beginning, in the RESET state the system is initialized. The most important
parameters managed by this block are:
— CLK FREQ: represents the actual working frequency of the system;
— CLK PHASE: is the actual phase relationship between the two clocks in output from

the Clock Generator, evaluated as the ratio between the skew of CLK1 and CLK2
and their period;

— TEMP: represents the actual measured device temperature;
— TIMER VALUE: represents the timeout period of an internal timer used to switch

on the monitoring procedure.
The value of the different constants and thresholds (i.e., INIT FREQ, INIT PHASE,

�CLK DWFREQ) depends on the specific design and user specifications, and must be
customized taking into account synthesis parameters (see Section 5).

Starting from its IDLE state, the Manager is activated at regular intervals by an in-
ternal timer (TIMER VALUE and TIMER END represent the timeout period and the
flag, which is set at the end of this period). Each time the manager is switched-on (i.e.,
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Fig. 6: ASM describing the behavior of the Manager

each time the timer reaches its time-out value) all temperature sensors are activated
and, based on their readings, a new value of TIMER VALUE is computed (TEMP S
state). If multiple temperature sensors are instantiated, only the highest temperature
value is taken into account for TIMER VALUE computation.
Basically, the temperature and TDF sensors activation period depends on: (i) the ac-
tual operating frequency of the circuit, (ii) the operating temperature, and (iii) the
temperature variation speed. The sampling period must always respect the condition
that the maximum increment of the path delay between two consecutive readings must
not exceed the phase relationship delay between the two clocks sourcing TDF sensors
(i.e., CLK1 and CLK2) according to the following equation:

TIMER V ALUE : �⌧ = ⌧(t+ TIMER V ALUE)� ⌧(t) <

Clock skewz }| {
CLK PHASE · TCLK1

(1)
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where �⌧ is the maximum increment in the path delay between two sensors activa-
tions, TCLK1

is the actual clock period of the system, and CLK PHASE is the actual
phase relationship, evaluated as the ratio between the skew of CLK1 and CLK2 and
their period. This condition ensures that, between two sensor readings, the increment
of path delay will not cause an actual TDF.
However, before computing the new TIMER VALUE (TEMP S state), the new value
of temperature is compared with the last measured temperature (TEMP OLD). The
case TEMP>TEMP OLD represents the worst condition for the system, since an
increase of temperature has immediate impact on the delay variation. The tem-
perature sensor must therefore be activated at short intervals to guarantee proper
adaptation of the system without incurring in transition delay faults. Differently, if
TEMP<=TEMP OLD, the delay increment can be only generated by aging effects,
whose impact is in general much slower than temperature variation effects. Larger
activation intervals for the temperature sensors can thus be setup. The SET TIMER
and SET TIMER AGING functions compute the new value of the timer based on the
sign of �Temp=TEMP-TEMP OLD and on the actual temperature value (i.e., TEMP
in Fig. 6).
As aforementioned, the circuit temperature variation speed directly impacts on the
timer sampling period. However, this parameter strongly depends on the device tech-
nology, on the circuit implemented in the FPGA device, and on the actual workload.
To extract this parameter, the user should measure how the temperature profile of the
circuit changes during a representative execution time interval [Happe et al. 2011]. If
this information is not known, the designer can choose to adopt sampling periods that
are orders of magnitude higher than the time constant with which the temperature
changes (tenths of a second, or seconds, depending on the aforementioned parame-
ters).
In particular, we adopt a linear function for both positive and negative �Temp (i.e.,
SET TIMER and SET TIMER AGING functions), according to Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b.
The difference between the two functions is the value of the sampling period
(TIMER VALUE), which spans, in the operating temperature range (0-85°C), from 1
kHz to 100 kHz and from 10 Hz to 1 kHz for positive and negative �Temp, respec-
tively. In both cases, the higher is the temperature, the higher will be the sampling
frequency (i.e., TIMER VALUE). Moreover, the lower sampling frequency in the case
�Temp<=0 leads to a saving in SATTA modules power consumption, with respect to
the case �Temp>0.
After TIMER VALUE computation, the manager enters the TDF S state in which all
TDF sensors are enabled. The outputs of all TDF sensors are OR-ed, and if at least
one sensor issues a warning condition (DWFREQ S state) the system’s clock frequency
(CLK FREQ) is lowered by a given step (�CLK DWFREQ) and the phase difference
between the two clocks of the CLK generator (CLK PHASE) is set to a predefined value
(INIT PHASE). A DPR command is therefore issued to the CLK Generator (CLK DPR
state) to change the operating frequency. When the configuration is complete, the CLK
Generator multiplexers are switched (CLK SWITCH state) and the Manager returns
to the IDLE state, waiting for a new sampling cycle.
If no warning signal is raised, the Manager investigates the possibility of increasing
the phase difference between the two clocks (i.e., the TDF sensor one and the standard
one) in order to understand which is the maximum frequency the system can actu-
ally support. In this procedure, composed of the UPPHASE S, the PHASE SHIFT, and
the PHASE TDF states, the Manager tries to increase the phase difference between
the two clocks generated by the CLK Manager up to a limit in which a warning is
issued. This is obtained by iteratively increasing CLK PHASE. In our specific Xilinx
implementation of the Manager, the phase is increased of 1/256 of the actual system’s
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Fig. 8: SATTA integration flow. It enables to automate the insertion of all sensors and
structures required to implement the TDF detection and compensation.

clock period at every iteration (it is the phase resolution limit of the MMCM). As soon
as a warning signal is detected, in the PHASE TDF state, the limit has been already
exceeded, so the previous value of CLK PHASE STEP is used to modify the working
frequency (UPFREQ S state). The new boosted clock frequency is therefore computed
according to the following equation:

CLK FREQ =
CLK FREQ

1� CLK PHASE STEP
256

(2)

The CLK PHASE STEP decrement (before leaving the PHASE TDF state) is neces-
sary in order to increase the working frequency in a dependable way, leaving a margin
with respect to the actual maximum working frequency (Eq. 2).

4. SATTA INTEGRATION METHODOLOGY
In order to gather information and manage reconfigurations, SATTA needs to define a
set of design rules to properly automate both sensors insertion and system integration.
Fig. 8 highlights the overall SATTA integration flow.

SATTA integration starts from the synthesis and implementation of the RTL model
of the target system given a target FPGA. After the placement and routing phase, each
design path is analyzed in order to calculate the slack (i.e., the difference between the
clock period and the actual path delay) using a timing analysis tool (e.g., PlanAhead
or FPGA Editor tools for Xilinx FPGAs). For instance, the timing analyzer tool embed-
ded in Xilinx PlanAhead can generate a text timing report (.twr) containing the slack
information for each path with respect to the maximum allowable delay (i.e., the clock
period). In particular, for each path are also listed the source and destination Flip-
Flops (FFs). Fig. 9 shows a snippet of the timing analysis output file extracted using
the Xilinx Timing Analyzer tool, highlighting the lines containing the slack values for
the analyzed paths. It is worth to note that each destination FF (e.g., S 30 and S reg29
in Fig. 9) can be associated to several design paths. In this case, paths with the same
destination FF present different source-destination delays since they are sourced by
different FFs (i.e., B reg 4, B reg 10 and A reg 7 in Fig. 9) spread on the FPGA physi-
cal area (thus leading to different logic and routing delays).

A script can automatically parse the .twr file to extract all values contained in the
Slack (setup path) lines, annotating also the source and the destination points, to iden-
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Fig. 9: Example of a timing analysis report generated using the Xilinx Timing Analyzer
tool.

tify the related paths in the design. The lower is the slack, the more a path is critical.
The selection of the most critical paths can be done by analyzing the distribution of the
slack values with respect to the clock period (see Section 5 for some distribution ex-
amples and how critical paths can be selected). The number of identified critical paths
(presenting different destination FFs) defines the number of TDF sensors needed to
protect the circuit against transition delay faults (N TDF value in Fig. 8).

Afterwards, physical placement and routing information of the implemented original
design are extracted and stored as a user physical constraint file (.ucf). This task can
be performed exploiting, for instance, the Xilinx FPGA Editor tool. This tool is able to
read the implemented design netlist and to extract the placement information for each
LUT and FF used in the FPGA device. Fig. 10 shows a snippet of the .ucf file, where
each design resource is allocated to a LUT or a FF in a slice.

Xilinx FPGAs are arranged in columns and rows of Configurable Logic Blocks
(CLBs), in which several slices are available. Each slice is numbered and uniquely
identified by a couple of coordinates (X-Y) [Xilinx Corporation 2013b], and includes
several LUTs and FFs. As an example, in Fig. 10, the A reg 13 register is allocated in
a FF inside the Slice X80Y91.
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Fig. 10: Example of User Constraints File (.ucf) extracted running Xilinx FPGA Editor
tool after design implementation.

This placement information is used in the last implementation phase to force the
synthesis and implementation tools to keep the circuit implementation constant, thus
avoiding changes in the path delays. The physical constraint file is also used, along
with the FPGA model file, to extract (i) the number of temperature sensors (N TEMP
in Fig. 8), and (ii) placement constraints for both TDF and temperature sensors.

The FPGA model file contains information about the physical organization of Con-
figurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) and slices inside a specific FPGA device. By merging
the information of the FPGA slices organization and the one contained in the physical
constraint file, it is possible to automatically search for free slices in which sensors can
be placed. More specifically, to ensure good path delay monitoring capabilities, the FF2
of a TDF sensor must be placed in a slice as near as possible to the original circuit FF
(i.e., FF1) associated with the selected path.

Although temperature sensors should be placed as near as possible to those FFs,
some considerations and optimizations can be done. In fact, the number of tempera-
ture sensors to insert in the circuit depends on relative distances between the TDF
sensors inserted in the design, and on the target measure accuracy. However, as al-
ready mentioned in Section 3.1, SATTA does not need a highly accurate temperature
measure. Thus, if two or more TDF sensors are physically located close to each other,
they can be grouped together. A single temperature sensor can be employed to mea-
sure their temperature value, thus reducing the total number of required temperature
sensors. This leads to a significant decrease of both power consumption and hardware
overhead, wasted by the ring oscillators. As in [Happe et al. 2011], the maximum zone
that a temperature sensor is charged to monitor is 10x10 FPGA CLBs. This means
that, if one or more critical paths are enclosed in a 10x10 CLBs square, a single tem-
perature sensor can be associated to them.

Once the number of required sensors and their associated placement constraints are
computed, the HDL description of the circuit is modified to include SATTA modules
and sensors. The different thresholds exploited by the Manager to perform its activities
are selected by resorting to the knowledge of the circuit functionality (see Section 5).
Finally, the modified circuit is re-synthesized, placed, and routed using the Constraints
file, in order to obtain the final implementation of the TDF aware circuit. Obviously, the
Constraints file, includes both sensors and original circuit implementation constraints.
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In each step of Fig. 8, tools used when dealing with Xilinx FPGAs are listed in brackets.
It is worth to note that all steps enclosed by the dashed line can be automated using a
tcl script.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, in both highly and
lowly pipelined FPGA-based digital systems, SATTA has been applied on several cir-
cuit designs: (i) a LEON3-based SoC, including the LEON3 processor [Gaisler 2002]
and several peripherals, such as memory controllers, UARTs, and debug units, (ii) an
AES decoder core [AES 2009], and (iii) an AMBER a25 ARM-compatible processor
[AMB 2013].
The LEON3-based SoC has been implemented on a Xilinx Virtex 6 device
(XC6VLX240T-1FF1156), while the other circuits on a Virtex 7 FPGA device
(XC7VX485T-2FFG1761C). Table I shows synthesis results of the stand-alone origi-
nal designs, obtained using Xilinx Vivado™ Design Suite v2013.3.

Table I: Synthesis Results
Look-Up Tables Registers Crit. path delay Max. frequency

Leon3-based SoC 12,225 10,834 12.54 ns 79.74 MHz
AES 1,335 429 4.99 ns 200.40 MHz

AMBER 8,230 3,002 17.39 ns 57.50 MHz

Following the SATTA insertion methodology presented in Section 4, for each imple-
mented circuit path delays and slack distributions have been extracted. Fig. 11 shows
the slack distribution for each circuit. The figure reports, for each circuit, the number
of paths (y axis) with a delay comprised within a given range with respect to the most
critical path that sets the clock period (x axis). One can notice that few paths are very
close to the clock period (range of 2% or 5%). Looking to these distributions, the user
can choose how many paths can be considered as ”critical”, thus requiring the TDF sen-
sor insertion. As an example, if a 5% range is considered, the designer assumes that,
during the whole lifetime of the device, the maximum increase of delay, caused by both
aging effects and temperature variations, on the unmonitored paths (i.e., paths with
slack higher than 5%), never exceeds the delay of the most critical path of the circuit.

In the sequel, for the sake of brevity, experimental setup and simulation results
will be given for the Leon3-based SoC design, only, while area overhead results, after
applying the proposed methodology, will be provided for all the considered test cases.

By analyzing the slack distribution of the Leon3-based SoC design (Fig. 11),
assuming that the circuit will operate for one year, aging phenomena will cause an
increment of paths delay of no more than 2% [Srinivasan et al. 2008], and the device
temperature variations will cause a maximum delay increment of 3% (e.g., from 25
°C to 75 °C following the model reported in [Pfeifer and Pliva 2013]). All paths whose
slack is less or equal than 5% of the clock period are therefore good candidates to be
monitored and protected against TDFs. In this case study, the number of chosen paths
is equal to 15, while all the other paths are not monitored since TDFs are not likely to
appear in such paths.
Afterwards, the original design is modified and the 15 TDF sensors are automatically
inserted, replacing the final FFs of the selected critical paths. Fig. 12 shows that the
optimal number of temperature sensors that should be inserted is equal to 3, since
the 15 critical paths can be grouped into three proximity sub-sets (i.e., 10x10 CLBs
square, as explained in Sec. 4). In Fig. 12, white arrows show critical paths logical
connections, from the starting point to the endpoint, while yellow circles represent
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Fig. 11: Paths slack distribution. The y axis represents how may paths have a delay
included in a range of the nominal clock period identified on the x axis.

the area in which each temperature sensor must be placed. In this case study the
maximum group dimension (i.e., maximum distance between endpoints in terms of
FPGA CLBs) is equal to 9 CLBs.

The initial system’s frequency (INIT FREQ) has been set at the reference value
provided by the synthesis tool considering worst-case temperature and voltage con-
ditions (i.e., 79.74 MHz). The negative phase relationship between CLK1 and CLK2
(i.e., INIT PHASE), has been chosen as the minimum possible (i.e., 1/256) of the initial
system clock period (i.e., 311 ns), while CLK DWFREQ has been set equal to 1/256 of
the synthesis frequency (i.e., 0.3 MHz), minimizing the performance loss when scaling
down frequency.

Afterwards, the modified system has been synthesized and implemented, including
all sensors and SATTA modules. Table II shows the area occupancy of the single
blocks involved in the SATTA methodology.

Table II: SATTA synthesis results
LUTs Registers Block-RAMs XADC MMCM BUFGMUX

TDF sensor 2 2 - - - -
CLK Generator - - - - 2 2

Temperature sensor 53 35 - 1 - -
Manager 488 63 1 - - -

Fig. 13a to Fig. 13c show the resources overhead (in terms of LUTs and FFs) when
applying SATTA to the five presented case studies, varying the selected slack thresh-
old (i.e., 0%, 2%, and 5%). The x-axis also reports the number of required TDFs and
temperature sensors. The number of TDF sensors is extracted by looking at Fig. 11,
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Fig. 12: Leon3-based SoC critical paths and temperature sensors floorplan

while te number of temperature sensors is extracted looking to the physical layout of
the implemented circuit (as done in the Leon3-based SoC case).

Looking at the results, one can notice that the area overhead introduced by the
SATTA is in the range of 4-7% for large designs such as the Leon3-based SoC, while it
becomes very large when applied to small modules such as the AES design. SATTA is
therefore better suited for complex designs, like SoCs or processors.

The area overhead introduce by SATTA is due to two contributions highlighted with
different textures in Fig. 13a to Fig. 13c: (i) a constant part represented by the Manager
and CLK Generator and (ii) a design-dependent part, which strongly depends on the
number of sensors to be inserted. As depicted in Fig. 13a to Fig. 13c, the variable
hardware overhead can be reduced by selecting a lower threshold when looking to the
paths slack distribution. It is worth noting that selecting a 0% slack threshold means
that only the most critical path of the design is monitored.

Looking to the Leon3-based SoC case study, the insertion of SATTA modules causes
an increase of resources usage of 4.9%, in terms of LUTs, and 1.2%, in terms of FFs,
with a slack threshold equal to 5%. A single FPGA internal Block-RAM memory
is used to store the functions implemented by the Manager as look-up tables. An
Analog-to-Digital Converter (i.e., XADC FPGA internal hard macro) is also required
to measure the temperature from the internal reference diode. Nonetheless, just
one input channel is employed, leaving available other channels to be used for other
purposes. The CLK Generator employs 2 MMCMs and 2 clock multiplexers (i.e.,
BUFGMUX), but the actual overhead is of 1 MMCM, since one is already present
in the original design in order to provide the system clock signal. A small timing
overhead on the monitored path delay is present as well. This overhead is due to the
insertion of the TDF sensor (composed of two FFs, instead of one FF present in the
original design) in the path. In this case-study, the insertion of the TDF sensor leads
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(a) SATTA LUTs and FFs overhead when applied to the Leon3-based SoC case study.

(b) SATTA LUTs and FFs overhead when applied to the AES case study.

Fig. 13: FPGA hardware overhead when applying SATTA to the five case studies.

to a 45 ps increase of the path delay, resulting in a minimal decrease of the maximum
working frequency. However, this increase on the critical path delay is design and
technology-dependent. Looking to the other case-studies, this increase attests in the
range of 32-65 ps. Moreover, it is important to highlight that in all considered case
studies, it was possible to insert the FF2 of each TDF sensor into a CLB adjacent to
the one containing the related FF1 (as mentioned in Sec. 4).
Regarding power consumption, the initial unmodified design consumes 5.47 W. After
the insertion of the SATTA modules, there is a power increase of 124 mW, mainly
due to the additional MMCM hard macro and to the additional clock net, while the
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(c) SATTA LUTs and FFs overhead when applied to the AMBER case study.

Fig. 13: FPGA hardware overhead when applying SATTA to the five case studies.

additional logic’s power waste is negligible. This leads to a power overhead of 2.2%
with respect to the unmodified design. It is worth noting that a power comparison
with [Valdes-Pena et al. 2013], which implemented a TDF sensor along with the clock
generation network, is not possible since the used technologies are quite different.
The Xilinx Virtex 6 and Virtex 7 FPGA devices used in this work are built on a 40 nm
and 28 nm process technology, respectively, while the Xilinx Spartan-3AN device used
in [Valdes-Pena et al. 2013] is built on a 90 nm process technology.
To verify the proper working of the aging manager in the system, the post place and
route design (generated by the synthesis tool) has been simulated using Modelsim®

SE 10.0c. The effects of temperature and aging on path delays have been emulated
inserting parametric delays in the post place and route HDL simulation model. Delays
are automatically read from a text file at different times. These delays increase during
the execution time, thus emulating the effects of temperature variations. The higher
the temperature is, the greater is the delay, following the models reported in [Pfeifer
and Pliva 2012; 2013], in which the path delay increases linearly of 5% when spanning
the full operating temperature range (0-85 °C). Fig. 14 plots the operating frequency
profile when the temperature profile changes over time.
In Fig. 14 the temperature increases linearly from 25 °C to 85 °C in 45 seconds. Then,
after a constant period, it decreases linearly and, finally, it remains stable around
50 °C. At power-up, the working frequency quickly grows compared to its initial value
(Synthesis Frequency in Fig. 14) since the real temperature profile decreases the
path delay, that was calculated in worst-case conditions during the synthesis process.
This therefore improves the system’s performance. When the temperature starts to
increase, the working frequency is adapted by the Manager, decreasing its value by
CLK DWFREQ when a warning signal is raised. Obviously, when the temperature
reaches the worst case condition (i.e., 85 °C), the operating frequency approaches
the synthesis frequency. A soon as the worst case is reached, the working frequency
remains stable since, even if no TDF warnings are detected, the Manager is not able to
increase the frequency. This is due to the fact that the Manager recognizes a warning
signal after a single CLK PHASE increment (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 14: Simulated operating frequency trend with temperature variations

Whenever the temperature decreases (from 70 seconds in Fig. 14), the working
frequency is then adapted following the behaviour explained in Sec. 3.4.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented SATTA, a Self-Adaptive Temperature-based TDF Awareness
methodology to compensate for path delay variations due to both variation of tem-
perature and aging effects in comps SoPCs. SATTA main contribution is the SATTA
manager that, supported by a reconfigurable and efficient clock manager module, is
able at run-time to optimize the system frequency avoiding TDFs while optimizing the
performance. Moreover, the manager optimizes the use of all SATTA sensors in order
to minimize their aging.

The application of SATTA on a set of real designs clearly proved the effectiveness
of this approach especially when applied to large real designs that incur in very low
overheads.

Eventually, the full SATTA design pipeline has been easily automated by means of
a set of TCL scripts. This represents an additional and valuable result for the easy
exploitation of this methodology in real design flows.
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